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 Italy: visas for highly skilled workers

No quota limits for worker with 3 year University diploma. Visa

requirements and useful tips

 

Inorder to work in Italy, NON-EU citizens must obtain a work authorization and
visa. Immigration for work purposes in Italy is based on a quota-system which
is fixed annually by means of a Decree — the so-called
 “decreto-flussi“. The decree sets the numerical limits 
(quota) for each category of foreign nationals allowed
 to apply for a work permit and the period during 
which applications can be submitted. Work permits are 
normally granted on a first come, first served basis. 
During last few years due to the high unemployment 
rate (which is higher amongst foreigners who already 
live in the country) quotas have been issued only for categories like seasonal
workers, conversion of study permits and only a very limited number for the
various categories of self-employment permits.
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Are there any exceptions?

Some categories of workers are
excluded from the cap and are not
subject to a fixed limit, such as ICT
assignments, highly qualified
workers, executives or managerial
employees assigned to the Italian
branch of a foreign legal entity,
university lecturers and professors,
translators and interpreters,
professional nurses, researchers,
etc.

Posted workers (lavoratori distaccati): a work visa can be issued when a worker is
assigned to work at an Italian company for a fixed period of time (maximum of
five years), but remains on the payroll of the foreign company (eg intra-company
transfers or workers assigned pursuant to a service agreement);

A “mission visa” (visto per missione) can be issued to foreign nationals who need
to travel to Italy for reasons related to their political, governmental or public
interest function, in particular: (i) Government officers, employees of Public
administration/public bodies or Employees of International organisations who are
sent to Italy to perform their duties; (ii) private citizens whose importance and
purpose of stay may be considered of public interest for relations between the
home country and Italy;
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Highly skilled workers: those who
have a three-year University
diploma, are offered a minimum
one-year contract and a salary of
not less €25,000/year can be
hired directly in Italy and obtain
the so-called 𝑩𝒍𝒖𝒆 𝒄𝒂𝒓𝒅 𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒎𝒊𝒕.

 

What is the Blue Card permit?

 

 
 

The EU Blue Card is one of the extra quota work permits for non-EU highly
specialized workers to work in Italy. It can be applied for at any time of the
year, as it is not subject to the limitations of the immigration quotas. The
application is to be submitted by the Company which is interested to hire
the worker. 
IT CANNOT BE APPLIED FOR DIRECTLY BY THE WORKER!!



3 year University diploma: it is not sufficient to submit a
legalized diploma, it must be also validated by the Italian
Consulate in the country where it was issued (Declaration
of Value — Dichiarazione di Valore). See for example the
procedure set forth by the Italian Consulate in New York,
but each Consulate may have different requirements;
Worker must receive a minimum 1 year job offer: the
offer must be from an employer based in Italy. Employer
can be (i) a company (Immigration office is asking the
company to have adequate financial means and be in
good standing); (ii) a private individual, but in this case it
can be challenging to obtain the work permit;
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Be offered a high-level job position in Italy: The position
offered in Italy must be for a highly qualified position,
falling within Level 1, Level 2, or Level 3 of Italian Institute
of statistic jobs classification ISTAT CP 2011.
Salary of not less than € 25,000/year: the salary offered
must not be lower than 3 times the minimum wage to be
exempted from national health care contributions i.e. €
24,789.

Diploma validation: issued by the Italian Consulate having
jurisdiction on the Univerisity
Work permit (Nulla Osta) Online application, filed by the
Italian employer;
Visa: work permit is issued and worker can apply for the
Visa at the Italian Consulate which has jurisdiction over his
place of residence (which must be indicated in the work
permit application);
Entry into Italy, within 8 days the worker must go to the
local Immigration Office (Sportello Unico per
l’Immigrazione) and sign the contract of stay (contratto di
soggiorno), i.e. confirmation of the terms and conditions of
the job offer. From the next day worker can be hired and
put on company’s payroll;
Fingerprinting: after 1–2 monts worker is summoned by
the Police and given an appointment for fingerprinting;
The permit is issued: after 2–3 months (waiting time can
be longer) the Police will inform the worker that the permit
is issued and can be collected.

Requirements are:

Application procedure:



Diploma validation: check the requirements
with the local Italian Consulate, all Consulates
have available informatino in their website. In
some countries the procedure for obtaining the
validation can take several months. The
application can be done by a third party (with a
proxy) and the worker does not need to be in
the country;
Application: the work permit application is filed
online by the company, it cannot be applied for
by the worker;
Job title: make sure to choose a job title
(amongst the categoties listed by the law) for
which no special license is required (such as
teacher). In this case the procedure would take
longer;
Professional experience: unfortunately Italian
law does not allow to obtain the Blue Card
permit without a University diploma, by proving
a professional experience;
Can worker be in Italy while Blue Card
application is pending? YES, but cannot work,
he/she can carry out only business activities
(see Decree 850/2011);
Visa: visa must be applied for at the Italian
Consulate, worker cannot change status while
in Italy nor choose a different Consulate where
to apply;
Change employer: for the first 2 years, the
worker cannot change job without the change
must be previously approved by the
Immigration Office;
EU mobility: after 18 months, the worker can
move to another EU country with no need to
obtain a new visa. Each country has its own
specific requirements and conditions and the
worker cannot start working without having
complied with local regulations.
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Validity: the Police issues an EU
Blue Card residence permit
(Permesso di soggiorno Carta Blu
UE) valid for 2 years for open-end
work contracts or for the validity of
the contract plus 3 months, in case
of a fixed term job contract;
Change employer: for the first 2
years, the worker cannot change
job without the change must be
previously approved by the
Immigration Office;
EU mobility: after 18 months, the
worker can move to another EU
country with no need to obtain a
new visa. Each country has its own
specific requirements and
conditions and the worker cannot
start working without having
complied with local regulations;
Family: the worker is entitled to
bring his/her family (spouse and
children up to 18) who can obtain a
family permit which allows the
spouse to work;
Healthcare: worker and family can
register with the National Health
Service;
Residency: worker and family are
entitled to register with the City
Hall (Comune) where they are
“residents” and obtain an ID card;
Taxes: you should consult with a
tax expert to check tax obligations,
exemptions, benefits, etc.

 

What rights does 

a blue card 

worker have?

 



Recently there have been some articles
posted on the web, mostly targeted to South
African citizens, publicizing the possibility of
obtaining citizenship by investing in Umbria,
a region in the centre of the country. The
articles allege:

“a new programme created by the Italian
Revenue Agency (Agenzia delle Entrate) to
encourage economically active people to
immigrate to Italy now offers South Africans
a relatively inexpensive way to gain residence
in that country, followed by citizenship and
an Italian passport, in less than a year.”
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Italian citizenship by

investment? it’s a

hoax!

 

or
“The main program under which foreign citizens
can obtain permanent residence followed by
citizenship by investment in Italy is called the
Investor Visa Scheme”

or
“the costs attached to the new Italian initiative
are just €100,000 (R1.7 million) for the main
applicant to obtain residency followed by
citizenship and a passport”

DO NOT BELIEVE IT!DO NOT BELIEVE IT!DO NOT BELIEVE IT!

Check the information available on the
website of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on

how to acquire Italian citizenship by
residency. You can find out that such options

are not listed.
As a general rule, for non-EU foreigners,

legal residence on the territory of the Italian
State for at least 10 years is required, but

there are many cases for which the period of
residence required is lower:

 
– 3 years of legal residence: for the

foreigners whose father, mother or any of
the ascendants in a direct line of second
degree were Italians by birth or for the

foreigners born in Italy and residing there;
 

– 4 years for the citizen of an EU Member
State;

 
 

– 5 years of legal residence following adoption for
the foreigners of legal age, or following the
recognition of status for stateless people or
political refugees.



Residency by investment

 

the program offers Residency and not
Citizenship; and
it is run by the Government, while single
regions (like Umbria or Calabria) do not have
powers or authority to offer any different or ad
hoc immigration options.

Why invest in Italy (mise.gov.it)

Actually, Italy has indeed an Investor Visa but:

The official source for information about the
Investor Visa is the website of the Ministry of
Economic Development (MISE)

Any information different from those provided in
Government websites and official sources that you
read in articles, blogs, etc. it is a fake news and
potentially a fraud.

DO NOT CONFUSE POSSIBLE TAX BENEFITS OFFERED
TO NEW RESIDENTS WITH RESIDENCY/CITIZENSHIP
RIGHTS:
Some people think that applying for a tax incentive scheme
will automatically grant a resident visa, but this is not correct.

Italy offers some favourable tax schemes for new residents:

Yearly flat tax (€ 100,000)
Individuals transferring their tax residency in Italy can apply
for a special yearly flat tax of € 100,000. To qualify for the
option the applicant must not have been resident in Italy for at
least nine tax years during the previous 10 years.

Individuals — Personal Income Tax — Irpef — Benefits for
transferees of residence to Italy — Agenzia delle Entrate
(agenziaentrate.gov.it)
Special regime for foreign retirees (7% tax)
Foreign retirees who move their fiscal residence from abroad
in the small Municipalities of Southern Italy (Sicily, Calabria,
Sardinia, Campania, Basilicata, Abruzzo, Molise and Puglia)
with population not exceeding 20 thousand inhabitants, can
benefit from a substitute tax of 7% to be applied to any
category of income produced abroad. The option is valid for 5
years.

See the Tax Agency guidelines — Archivio — Pensionati che
dall’estero trasferiscono la residenza nei piccoli Comuni del
Sud-Italia. Pronte le regole delle Entrate per l’imposta
sostitutiva al 7% — Agenzia delle Entrate
(agenziaentrate.gov.it)
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Elective residence visa
Investor Visa
Self-employment visa
Subordinate work visa
Enterpreneur visa

  But 
applicants will still need to
obtain a Visa to live in the
country
Applying to such schemes, in
fact, does not automatically
grant a visa to the
applicants. Available visa
options are:

https://investorvisa.mise.gov.it/index.php/en/


Italian citizenship granted to Jews after 1919 was revoked

All concessions of Italian citizenship adjudicated to Jewish
foreigners after January 1, 1919, were revoked and all
Jews who settled in Italy, Lybia, and the Aegean colonies
after this date were ordered to leave these territories
within March 12, 1939, save for
(i) foreign Jews over 65 years old, or
(ii) who married an Italian prior to 1 October 1938.

According to available data, approximately 8,200 Jews
were forced to leave Italy between 1938 and 1940.
Also, ENRICO FERMI, the physicist who produced the first
nuclear chain reaction, fled directly in the United States —
without returning to Italy — on December 10, 1938, after
receiving the Nobel Prize in Stockholm. His wife, Laura
Capon, was in fact Jewish.
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Italian citizenship to

Jews expelled from

Italy further to 1938

racial laws

 

1938 is a disgrace for Italy.

The Fascist government
started in September to
enforce a series of
provisions, “The Laws for
the defence of the race”,
which excluded foreign and
Italian Jews from school,
academia, politics, finance,
the professional world, and
all sectors of public and
private life. Italian citizens
of Jewish religion or
descendants were no
longer allowed to attend
schools or marry non-Jew,
to serve in the Army, to
own or administrate firms,
to own or administrate land
and real estate over a
certain value, to hire non-
Jewish employees, to be
employed in the public
administration, political
parties, banks, insurance
companies, newspapers,
publishing houses, artistic,
research, and educational
institutions.

This is still being
used by some
countries for
contrasting political
opponents under
the pretext of
national security.
The most recent
examples are
“citizenship
stripping” against
dissidents in the
Gulf States,
particularly since
the Arab Spring.

https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/the-laws-for-the-defense-of-the-race-in-italy
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….BUT CITIZENSHIP REVOCATION WAS
ANNULLED IN 1944

 
 
 

At the end of WWII, Italy enacted a law to
annul all Racial Laws approved by the Fascist
Government whereby all Jews affected by
Racial Laws were reinstated with their civil and
political rights, as well as revoked the
cancellation of their citizenship.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JEWS WHO LEF
ITALY AND ACQUIRED A NEW

CITIZENSHIP?
 

However, many of those were left
stateless after leaving Italy, and
therefore, after expatriating to another
country they acquired a new nationality
Italy did not recognize dual nationality
until 1992. Accordingly, any Jews who
obtained a second nationality
automatically lost Italian citizenship.

 

THE ACQUISITION OF A NEW
CITIZENSHIP DOES NOT PREVENT

DESCENDANTS TO APPLY FOR
ITALIAN CITIZENSHIP

 
1912 Citizenship Law, in fact, provided for
that Italian citizenship is automatically lost
when
(i) someone voluntarily acquired a foreign
citizenship or moves residency abrod;
(ii) someone unwillingly acquired a foreign
citizenship (for example by marriage) and
specifically declared to renounce to Italian
citizenship.

The case law has however confirmed that the
loss of citizenship is not automatically linked
to the mere acquisition of foreign citizenship,
but must be followed by a voluntary
manifestation of the applicant for
(a) the spontaneous acquisition of foreign
citizenship, or
(ii) an explicit renunciation of Italian
citizenship.

After receiving many queries, the Ministry of Internal Affairs has confirmed that the
acquisition of foreign citizenship by Italian Jews who left as a consequence of the 1938
Racial Laws is not to be considered a “voluntary and spontaneous” choice.
Accordingly, it does not cause the automatic loss of Italian citizenship —provided for in
1912 Law — save for cases when the individual has manifested the will to renounce to
citizenship.
The Ministry also expressly pointed out that since citizenship was reinstated “ex tunc”, eg
since September 1938
any Jews who lost citizenship as a consequence of 1938 Racial Laws, has passed on
citizenship to descendants.

https://www.normattiva.it/uri-res/N2Ls?urn:nir:stato:decreto-legge:1944-01-20;25!vig=
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WHAT IF YOUR ANCESTOR WAS A WOMAN?
 Italian citizenship law is based upon the principle of

jure sanguinis (blood right), so any child born of
Italian parents is also an Italian citizen. However,
under the 1912 Italian Citizenship law, only men
were able to transfer their Italian lineage to children,
while women could hold but not pass citizenship to
their descendants. Accordingly, anyone born before
January 1, 1948 and who has only a female ancestor
cannot automatically obtain Italian citizenship.

WHY JANUARY 1, 1948?
 

The principles of gender equality were laid down only
on January 1, 1948 when the Italian Constitution
entered into force. From this date onward, also
women can pass on citizenship to their children.

IS IT STILL POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN CITIZENSHIP?
 

However, the gender equality principle set forth by
the Constitution is not retroactive, therefore children
born to an Italian mother before 1948 are not
automatically Italian.
Fortunately, the Supreme Court intervened and
established that it is unconstitutional to discriminate
between women and men also for aspects relative to
citizenship transmission.
All descendants born anytime from an Italian parent,
irrespective of gender, are Italian citizens by
birthright. The Court’s decision is however not
binding for the Italian Consulates (for this, it would
be necessary a new law) 

and if you fall in the “1948
cases” and you file an application
for citizenship, Consulates will
reject your application.
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WHAT CAN YOU DO IF YOU THINK YOU COULD BE ELIGIBLE?
 

The only option left is to file a lawsuit before the Civil Court of Rome against the Italian
Ministry of Interior. If your eligibility is confirmed and supported by all necessary
documents, the chances of winning the suit are almost 100%. In most cases, in fact, the
Ministry does not challenge the claim and the Court, after reviewing all certificates, will
issue a favourable decision and grant citizenship.

 

ways to 

apply for 

italian citizenship

Some love Italy for its food and way of life, some need to
travel to Europe for work and cannot stay more than 90
days without a visa, while for others they have memories of
their grandma singing Italian songs before falling asleep and
would like to get Italian citizenship to return to their roots. 
For these reasons and for many others, there is a possibility
to obtain Italian citizenship in several different ways. The
most common ways are by ancestry/descent, marriage/civil
union, and residency/naturalization.

 



Are you a descendant from one of the millions of Italians who left their homeland
during the 19th and 20th century to settle abroad and improve their conditions? In
that case, you may meet requirements set forth by law to submit the application for
Italian citizenship by ancestry.

In fact, Italian citizenship law is currently based on 
the principle of jure sanguinis (blood right, according 
to ancient Latin). This means that a child born to an 
Italian mother or father have also the right to claim
 Italian citizenship, regardless of where the child 
was born.

Requirements:
Requirements are based on a combination of various factors and events related to
parents, grandparents and even great-grandparents. The primary requirement to be
eligible to apply for Italian citizenship is to have at least one ancestor born in Italy
who possessed Italian citizenship, without any generational limit.
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#1 Italian Citizenship through Descent

 

#2 Italian citizenship through marriage

 

If you are married or in a civil union with an
Italian citizen you may already meet compulsory
requirements to apply for Italian citizenship, or
you will probably meet them in the near future.

Requirements:
The requirements depend on the place of
residence and on the presence of children. For
couples residing in Italy requirements are 2 year
of residency and 2 years of marriage, while for
couples residing abroad, the condition is 3 years
of marriage. When children are present with the
couple, both terms are reduced to half.
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#3 Italian citizenship through naturalization

 

Did you simply fall in love with Italy and decide to
live and settle down here? This could be an
interesting option for you!
If you have been legally resident in Italy, and you
are still resident, you may be eligible for citizenship
through residency and apply for Italian citizenship
through naturalization.
Requirements:
Also in this case the requirements can vary greatly
depending on several factors, such as your
nationality, the length of your stay in Italy and
even the status of your parents and grandparents.

 

Can I have dual citizenship?

It is important to highlight that Italian law 
allows double citizenship, so if your current 
citizenship accepts the same, you don’t have to choose between Italian
citizenship or another citizenship, you can have both! The Italian passport is one
of the most powerful in the world, so if you need to travel for your job, or would
just love to obtain one, you can.
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